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ATRIA   
RENEWING ATRIA 

ASSIGNMENT   
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE FROM A MORE CONSISTENT COMPANY 
CULTURE  

At the end of 2012, Atria and Trainers’ House discussed 
ways of implementing the company strategy and creating 
a more consistent operational culture in different geo-
graphical areas. “We created Atria Group’s new strategy in 
2012, encompassing three themes: commercial excellence, 
efficiency and the way of work. We wanted to establish a 
shared value base and principles that guide the way we 
work across all countries. Based on these requirements, we 
launched the “Atria Way of Work” project with the objective 
of establishing consistent, international ways of working for 
the Group,” says Mika Ala-Fossi, CEO, Atria Finland. 

“We considered many options and Trainers’ House’s model 
seemed like the best fit for us. It was the engaging and mod-
ern approach to establishing company values that won us 
over. The team also seemed energetic,” Ala-Fossi explains. 

THE ATRIA WAY OF WORK

The cooperation was launched in the spring of 2013 with 
the creation of Atria’s new vision until 2020, which later 
served as a guideline for establishing the new Atria Way 
of Work. Every Atria employee had a chance to participate 
and contribute to the specification of the Group’s values 
and common practices. “The personnel was approached in 
a new and interesting way at pop-up stands. This was seen 
as a good and effective approach all-round,” Ala-Fossi says. 
Close to 3,000 production and office employees, some 
75 per cent of the workforce, participated in the ini-
tial phase of specifying the Group’s values. “After that, 
some 200 people had in-depth discussions on the meaning of 
these themes in our daily work. In so doing, we established a 
solid and shared value base for Atria Finland, which we can 
later re-visit if needs be,” Ala-Fossi says. 

“In the next phase, supervisors communicated these values 
to the organization. Each supervisor organised a “WoW” ses-
sion to discuss the Atria Way of Work with the personnel. 
Trainers’ House provided tools to support these sessions, 
namely a WoW video and workbooks. Supervisors were also 
supported by so-called WoW Agents, trained by Trainers’ 
House to provide guidance and support while we worked on 
our values,” Ala-Fossi explains. 

RESULTS 

“The modern approach has worked well in practice, and 
we saw Group-wide involvement as the only option for a 
project such as this,” Ala-Fossi says. “This process and 
how we go about it is part of the new Atria Way of Work. 
We got exactly what we wanted. The way Trainers’ House 
packaged and drove the process was great. Our objective 
was a more consistent Atria, and we are heading in the right 
direction,” says Juha Gröhn, CEO of Atria Plc. Ala-Fossi 
continues: ”Trainers’ House brings solid expertise to a pro-
ject such as this and we are happy to recommend them as a 
partner in value specification.” 

The next step is implementing the Atria Way of Work in 
practical leadership work and measurement. 

Atria Plc is a growing and international Finnish food company. Atria is one of the leading food com-
panies in the Nordic countries, Russia and the Baltic region. Atria’s net sales in 2012 amounted to EUR 
1,343.6 million and it employed some 5,000 people. The Group is divided into four business areas: Atria 
Finland, Atria Scandinavia, Atria Russia and Atria Baltic. Atria’s roots go back to 1903, when its oldest 
owner co-operative was founded.
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”3 000 PRODUCTION AND OFFICE   
  EMPLOYEES PARTICIPATED… 
 WE GOT EXACTLY WHAT WE   

 WANTED”
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